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Introduction

THE theme of this paper is the therapeutic
reaction. I shall submit and defend the p
the awareness of some threat to the integr
that as such it is not an evil but may be
Using the term "anxiety" to denote fear, w
of mind which is due rather to deep-seated
tions of an uneasy conscience than to exte
show that even in extreme forms, such as
analogous to fever or inflammation in the
festation of nature's power to heal.

I have selected this subject because it is c
philosophy of life and of my own theory of
I find myself at variance with much of th
subject.

The controversial character of the issues i
to me very sharply some twenty-three year
American Sociological Society when our pr
ing of theological students was presented by
on the sociology of religion. In the discussio

I'aper presented to the Association of Mental Ho
cinnati, Ohio, May, 1951.

The recent book by Rollo May, The Meani
therefore been of great interest to me. His findin
with my own view, particularly his conclusion
awareness of a threat to some value which is reg
that creativity results when one moves resolutely t
creating situation.

While I am thus in whole-hearted agreement
thesis, my attention has been drawn to a statem
severe clinical cases anxiety is often experienced
the self (pp. 192-3). This statement seems at varia
conclusions and I question whether he would wish
theless it reflects a widespread view. I propose the
the threat which arouses the anxiety in psychotic c
of dissolution and that when dissolution has taken
to disappear.
I

A case of severe anxiety due to an uneasy cons
to clarify the more important issues involved:

The patient in question, John P., was a bric
who was brought to the hospital in an extrem
tion. He was afraid something was going to
and he would not allow her nor his childre
thought he was going to die and he read m
into the most trivial happenings.

His history showed that he was an illegitim
never known who his parents were. As a bab
the state and at the age of two he was ado
couple. His foster-parents were good people i
stances. They gave him real affection and bro
to Sunday School and Church. When he was
both his foster-parents died and he went to l
his foster-mother.
New York, Ronald Press, 1950.

Fellows' Lodge. He is socially inclined, con
well-liked.

The chief maladjustment seems to lie in
reports promiscuous heterosexual relati
fifteenth year, with regular prostitutes
clandestine variety. Upon his return from
live with a family with whom he had bo
ment. This family consisted of a man o
married daughter, a woman of about thi
kind to him and the daughter performed
for him. Their relationship became in
became pregnant. The situation was m
abortion. The relationship was not disc
operation was performed. A few years la
carcinoma.

In the meantime he became acquainted
he later married. He met her at a dance
with her. It was not long before she a
offered to marry her and did so, but not
been performed. At the time of admission
three and a half years and had two sma
half and the other one year old. Both wer
children. The wife was of good middle-clas
house-keeper and in spite of the pre-ma
woman of good character.

The first indications of trouble noticed b
drinking. He had for some time been a m
ing always in company, but now at tim
heavily enough to lose his job. He then
soon got another job and the depression
he stopped drinking. This sudden refor
some ideas regarding the Odd "Fellow
that he was in ill favor with them for hav
pledge he took when he joined them. The
ing him. He finally applied to the police
a gun to protect himself from his enemies
and more tense until finally with great e
his wife the promiscuous sex relations, w

be with others rather than by himself. H
activities and attended the dances and
after admission he was assigned to the
good work there. He was also given a gr
abuse it. He was eager to talk of his prob
of his own accord to the Chaplain's offic

He had never been a man to think serio
and organize his experiences, but had ta
came. Now, however, his conventional w
and he was trying hard to understand.

Prominent among his ideas is that of a

Asked what part he was to have in thi
it's written in the Bible that a little ch
most striking feature of this disturban
his tendency to see hidden meanings in

He feels that he is in a strange and m
is sure only of one thing, that things

Central in his world are the lodges and
he explains, "are very sacred institutio
you need the help they can give you."
their rules. They are aware of that fact
the use of occult forces, brought the
him. On one occasion he brought the
had just received from his lodge. This c
code designed to cover situations with
quently have to deal. Purple thus meant

He was greatly troubled by the fact th
slept there was a flower-pot covered w

These fears were greatly augmented
morning of a purple neck-tie, a gift fr
found great significance in the number
his presence another patient had been
dollars. This patient had said, "Go t
had been visited by five friends in one
for a match and had been given five mat
to him most ominous.

This case is a striking example of an anx
the point of severe psychosis. Here is a man w
adjusted and successful. Although an illegitim
known who his parents were and who had be
age of two, his social attitude was friendly and
of hostility, either manifest or repressed. He
school-room and on the play-ground, in the s
room. He was well-liked by his associates of b
well at his trade and was married to an intell
Their sex relations were satisfactory, the hom
there were two healthy, and attractive childre
And yet this man develops acute anxiety
of an on-looker, there is no apparent reason.
thing is going to happen to himself, to his w
he finds direct meanings in every trivial happ

Closer examination, however, shows that h
called for. He was a well-meaning chap who
relationships with the significant persons in hi
to lay overmuch stress upon his sexual promi
product of American Protestant culture. He
ards of the church in which he had been reared
he had been weighed and found wanting. Eve
taken his religion very seriously, he could hard
sense of guilt. But back of any such sense of
relationships of which his ethical standards
First of all there would be the relationship to
who had given him real affection and from w
and wrong had been derived. He would be k
that his foster-mother would not approve of
important in this disturbance, however, was
older than himself, who had apparently playe
later adolescence. This woman had twice be
and on both occasions, operations for abortion
circumstances under which he had got marri
He had got his wife in trouble before their
abortion had been performed. We do not know

inwardly conceived fellowship of the best involves
death and dissolution. To find a rational, healthy
such a situation is no easy matter. What was call
in his way of life, and that required heroic measur
did was to pass through a whole gamut of patholo

First of all we see him trying to escape from his
by resorting to alcohol. This solution would of c
an open road to oblivion, but also to destructio
would have meant release from anxiety by thro
and refusing to fight. This drinking continued for
until he lost his job.

The loss of the job has a sobering effect. He go
He begins now to face reality. He blames himself a

He then finds another job and the depression
science, however, is still inflamed, still very trouble
to another escape device. He develops the idea th
are after him because he was untrue to the oat
joined their order. We notice that this idea serv
It helped to keep him away from alcohol, but
from inner tension. It meant that his conscience h
ized. He had built within himself a face-to-face c
Mrs. Grundy ruled supreme. But it was control fr
by fear, and the anxiety kept mounting until he
police asking for a permit to carry a gun in orde
from his enemies. He was thus seeking to escap
owning the group with which he had identifie
disowned conscience came back at him in the for
and ideas of reference. Such a solution lessens the d
but it involves profound isolation.

The next step was a confession to his wife. He t
promiscuity, something which had continued even
Probably she knew something about it already. I
it in good part,

nosis poor. He cleared up, however, inside of three
the four years in which I followed the case the
were excellent.
Ill

It is important to recognize that the turning p
recovery is to be found in the confession to his wi
reactions had been of the malignant type. He had
drink. He had refused to listen to the promptings
and had developed ideas of persecution. With the co
picture changed and the reaction became a benign o

But why this change? Most of those who try to dr
in alcohol do not get well. So also the paranoics
systems become increasingly hard to change. Why
develop the benign reaction of self-blame and confes
tion is to be found in the character of the man. He
frank, friendly fellow with many real assets and it w
him to throw in the sponge or to resort to concealm

A second question has to do with the increased
ance which followed his confession. Inasmuch as
in all psychotherapy it might be assumed that it
emotional tensions. The answer is that it was the in
pressure which forced the confession, and it took tim
to subside. The process may be compared with that i
of an abscess, where the poisonous matter is gathe
a "head" which then breaks open and lets the pois

A third question has to do with the ideation w
the acute disturbances of the type represented in thi
he was about to die. He believed that enormously
were at stake. A great war was impending. When a
role in this war, he replied, "A little child shall le
he had the same constellation of ideas which cha
acutely disturbed schizophrenics. What do these ide

therein we may find the significance of disturbances
are desperate attempts at re-organization which may
are successful.

The usual explanation of the ideas of grandeur
thinking. In some cases this explanation has elemen
however, convinced through the careful study of a
these cases that in most of them such an explanatio
misleading and that actually such patients are grop
insight of tremendous import3. Certainly religion all
has taught that the human soul is infinite in value; an
science telling us today but that each individual p
how commonplace, is literally a galaxy of solar syste
would then have had his eyes opened to a staggerin
himself, one that upset the foundations of all his
called for a thorough-going re-organization beginnin
core of his being. It was an experience which left
one thing, that things were not what they seemed
attempt to read hidden meanings into every trivial h

In explaining his final recovery, it is important to n
of attitude which followed his confession. He begin
about his wife. This is of course a most favorable d
fact that she took the confession in good part meant th
strain was shared and he identified himself with her

We have now seen that this man in spite of an
which was carried to the point of severe psychosis, m
recovery. This case may therefore serve to exemplif
anxiety is not in itself an evil but may instead give e
healing forces are at work.

2 Collected Papers, Tr. by Alex and James Strachey, London, H
Vol. Ill, p. 387 ff.
3 Cf. "Form and Content o£ Schizophrenic Thinking," Psychiat
Acute Schizophrenia", Psychiatry, 1947.

does hold. When dissolution is an accomplished
suffering tend to cease.

The case of John P. was selected for our consid
can best be explained in terms of an uneasy consc
assumed that all anxiety can be so explained. Th
some cause or value with which the sufferer ha
Such was the case with some of the Hebrew pro
sufferings of their people so much to heart tha
severe psychosis. A mother may feel profound a
wayward son; or a young man confronted with a
standing face to face with the unkno%vn may pass
soul-searching anxiety. Every crisis period is a pe
and also of danger. It may result in religious qu
eventuate in mental illness. Nonetheless this case
that the locus of the disturbance in most cases o
illness is to be found in an uneasy conscience. I
that not only in this case but in most other
difficulty true understanding is dependent upon
conscience. It is here that I find so much that is
leading in present-day psychoanalytic thinking.

In this brief paper I have neither time nor spa
differing views now current. I shall merely point
his associates have made a most important contrib
nition of intra-psychic conflict between the social
desires as a major factor in functional mental i
however, they have failed to do justice to the role
development of the individual and of the group
rather in its negative aspects as a factor in mental i
stressing its origin in the authoritarian teaching o
guides. They hold tht the "superego" must be brok
by a rational "ego" before an individual is matu
the danger of perfectionism. And there is to-day a
hostility the mainspring of all neurotic characte
of a protective device against the sense of persona

so results in anxiety and inner distress. The proce
described by Professor Dewey in the following wor

When a child acts, those about him react. Th
agement upon him, visit him with approva
frowns and rebukes. What others do to us
natural a consequence of our action as what f
we plunge our hands in it. ... In language a
rehearse the responses of others just as we dram
consequences. We foreknow how others will
knowledge is the beginning of judgment passed
know with them; there is conscience. An assemb
the breast which discusses and appraises propo
acts. The community without becomes a fo
within, a judgment-seat of charges, assessmen
Our thoughts and our actions are saturated w
entertain about them, ideas which have been
in explicit instruction but still more effectiv
our acts"4.

The point to stress here is that according to De
also Mead's view, the personality is a social produ
within ourselves the attitudes of others and judge
their eyes, particularly those whom we love and
accept. From this there is no escape. For all of us t
inwardly accepted representative of authority who
ship^ necessary to us,'and our ideas of right and w
of these relationships. Herein we may find the
idea of God. It is a symbol of that fellowship witho
live; and since all of us are social beings, the idea
something which is operative in all men whether
not. There seems to be a law within which forbid
with any fellowship save that of the best, and to b
fellowship is'dissolution and death. Banishment fr
is then, the anxiety-producing threat in the acute
mental illness.
4 Human

Nature cjul'*Cottdutt. New York, Holt, 1922. p. 315.

Professor Hocking, who approaches the proble
different standpoint, offers an illuminating sugges
nifying the authoritarian aspects of conscience, h
growing edge of human nature. Conscience for
sense in the field of interpersonal relations which
or failure in maintaining our status and our grow
IV

It follows from this study that mental illness
type is not only associated with a function of great
but in certain of its forms it is a manifestation
heal. This applies particularly to those forms wh
by acute anxiety and in which no adaptation to d
been made and accepted. Such a type is represen
principle involved is of far-reaching import and
attention from those who are approaching the p
tally ill from the standpoint of the minister of rel
has been stated by Professor Hocking in words
bring this paper to a close:

Religion has constantly reminded man how
immortality. It has made him pray with a tou
thy Holy Spirit from me." There are those w
of mind as "anxiety neurosis." It may becom
stance it is simply the original man in his
reality of his sinful status. Others have called
which somehow disturbs our clod." Names
disturbed state is one of increased, not le
truth 6 .

Human Nature and Its Re-making. New Haven, Yale U
123-124.

5

«Ibid., p. 186.
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